Kumbhathon
MIT’s Co-Development Model For Global Technology Innovation

REPORT OF BUILDATHON
!
The Kumbhathon is a yearround innovation sandbox that
has created a platform to
identify and address the
challenges of the 2015 Kumbh
Mela in Nashik, with a broader
vision to address similar
issues in developing countries
across the world. The initiative
was conceptualized by Sunil
Khabdbahale, an innovator of
Nashik and Dr. Ramesh
Raskar, Head of Camera
Culture Group, MIT Media Lab
and has now grown to involve
a wide cross section of people
both inside and outside
Nashik including scientists
from MIT, students from
across India, experts from
industry, the police and
Nashik Municipal Corporation
among others.!
!
Kumbathon 4, the fourth
flagship ‘Buildathon’ event of
this initiative was held in Nasik
from January 24-30th 2015.
The event aimed to create an
accelerated environment to
produce tangible results
through the joint collaboration
of hands-on innovators and
industry experts. !

Ram Kund- The venue of the 2015 Kumbh Mela in Nasik!

Preparation

!
The weeklong event was a by-product of an extensive
preparation process. Firstly, through an open crowdsourced platform, 500+ challenges of the Kumbh Mela were
identified. Additionally, this online platform spurned many
further discussions and resulted in a bank of potential ideas
to address some of the proposed challenges. Finally, a
panel of experts at MIT curated this list to determine the 12
most crucial challenges with potential for promising
technological solutions. !
!
In addition to innovators of the previous Kumbathons, 200
more skilled innovators were short-listed for Kumbathon 4
through a competitive screening process that included
multiple rounds of application evaluations and a final
interview round. These innovators hailed from 20 different
cities in India and represented talent from distinguished
academic institutions such as IIT, BITS, NIT etc. Special
consideration was also given to ensure a diverse skillset of
the innovators that included expertise in Computer Science,
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering and
Business. !
!
Concurrently, a group of distinguished entrepreneurs and
experts from the industry and MIT were assembled to
mentor these innovators during the Kumbathon.!

Two spearheads of
Kumbathon from Nasik!

Director of Symbiosis University, !
Venue of Kumbathon!

Kumbathon’s venue, a synergetic unison of minds and ideas!

Day 1 !

Kumbathon was kicked-off in an
emphatic fashion by Sunil
Khandabahale
(Khandabahale.com), Sandip
Shinde (TCS), Ashwin Kandoi
(Winjit) and Mahesh Gujrathi
(Credilla). They addressed an
energetic audience consisting of a
melting pot of engineering and
business students and scientists to
familiarize them with challenges of
the Kumbha Mela and goals of
Kumbathon 4. !
!
!
As a warm-up exercise, participants
were encouraged to form groups
with unfamiliar faces and were
given prompts by Daniel Goodman
and Mo Hadhrawi, researchers
from MIT to collaboratively
brainstorm new solutions for the
Kumbh Mela. The exercise
concluded with teams giving
elevator pitches for their ideas. !
!
This was followed by an infosession by representatives from
Google that engaged the audience
with the latest advancements of the
newly launched material design
approach in the android platform. !
!
Towards the afternoon, innovators
were carefully divided into 30 teams
in consideration of their interests
and diverse skillsets and were
assigned expert mentors who would
guide them throughout their project.
Each team was created such that it
had innovator from Nasik who could
contribute with their personal
experiences and a businessorientated innovator who could
challenge the technical innovators
to think about ideas of deployment,
marketability and scalability. The
teams spent the rest of the idea
brainstorming solutions towards
challenges of their interest. !

Daniel Goodmand and Mo Hadhrawi,
MIT Changing Places!

Adhi Kesarla and Ramakrishna R.
from Google.!

Nikhil Joshi, MD Sapat Tea!

Day 2 !

Teams spent the first half of
the day on shortlisting the
solutions they had
brainstormed previously to
the top three and created a
detailed blueprint and
timeline for them under the
guidance of their mentors. !
!
During the second half of
the day, Dave Troy,
Founder of 410 labs and
Caitlin Dolkhart, MIT Sloan
headed Design and
Business Panels to evaluate
teams on the basis of their
technical and business
feasibility. Some teams were
given the thumbs up to
begin work on their projects
and others were advised to
hit the drawing board again
to address the issues and
adjustments pointed out by
the experts. !

Day 3 !

Monday marked the arrival of
industry leaders from global
corporate such as Google,
TCS, Microsoft, Wipro, Tech
Mahindra, Coalgate, Quantum,
IBM and Intel.!
!
The experts spent the first half
of the day interacting with
teams to gauge their levels of
progress and understand
potential areas of interest and
participation for their respective
companies. !
!
Talk by Anandan, Head of
Microsoft Research India on
latest development in Microsoft
research.!
!
For the next half of the day,
teams pitched their ideas
formally to panels of experts.
Experts evaluated these ideas
and came up with a list of top
5. Based on the feedback,
teams working on similar ideas
were grouped together to focus
brainpower towards the best
ideas.!
!
In the evening, a large dinner
was held in the evening at the
Taj Gateway hotel hosted by
Mr. Amit Bohra, Credilla.
Industry experts, stakeholders
of Nasik and the police
commissioner of Nasik
attended the event. One of the
top builders of Nasik made an
announcement to give land for
an innovation center for
Kumbathon in Nasik. Mr. Nikhil
Joshi, CEO of Sapat Tea
announced $2,500 dollar prize
for ten start-up that come out of
Kumbathon. Director of top
Medical College promised
innovation grant for medically
targeted solutions. !
!
!

Day 4 !

Teams continued working on
their ideas. Eminent officials
of Nasik Government visited
Symbiosis University and
appealed to the audience on
the need for technology in
governance. !
!
Talk by Rajesh Ram Mishra,
vice President of WIPRO with
anecdotes of the challenges
a foreigner faces in Kumbh
Mela. !
!
Talk by Ananth Krishnan,
CTO of TCS.!
!
Panels with industry experts
continued.!
!
Tour of Nasik was given to
teams and experts. Dinner at
Sula Vines hosted by top
builder of Nasik.!
!
!

!

Panels!

!

Day 5 !
Teams continued
working on their ideas. !
!
Android Programming
Workshop was held by
Sudhanshu Nath
Mishra, MIT and many
non-CS innovators who
had never coded before
created their first android
program. !
!
Talk by Lakshmi
Pratury, INK to inspire
innovation. Talk by Tech
Mahindra on innovation
in their company. !
!
Dinner hosted by
Ashwin Kandoi at
WinJit. !
!

Day 6 !
Teams worked all day to
create working
prototypes for their
solutions.!
!
.!

!

GOVERNMENT
LEADERS OF
NASHIK!

Mentors!

Day 7: Closing

!
On the last day government officials,
MIT innovators, Nahsik
entrepreneurs and SIOM students all
gathered for the closing ceremony.
SIOM university welcomed a crowd
in the 100's to share the tech
innovation that had been developed
over the week long buildathon.
Students presented their work and
partners talked about the potential of
the innovation platform.!

Attendees
!

Girish Mahajan, Minister of Kumbh Mela!
Kulwant Kumar Sarangal, Commissioner of Police, Nashik!
Dave Troy, 410 Labs!
Ramakrishna R, Google!
Abhishek Srivastava, Google!
Adhi Kesarla, Google !
P. Anandan, Microsoft!
Anoop Mehrotra, Jabil!
Maryann Desilva, Colgate!
Ananth Krishnan, TCS!
Hasit Kaji, TCS!
Koustuv Dasgupta, Xerox!
Deepthi Chander, Xerox!
Tirthankar Dash, Quantum!
Kavita Kanthan, Quantum!
Nikhil Joshi, Sapat!
Rajesh Mishra, WIPRO!
Vikram Goel, Tech Mahindra PLUS OTHERS!
Kruushna Patil (Godavari River cleanup)!
Varun Agrawal (Anu Aunty)!
Ramesh Raskar, MIT Media Lab, Camera Culture!
John Werner, MIT Media Lab, Camera Cutlure!
Mo Hadhrawi, MIT Media Lab, Changing Places!
Dan Goldman, MIT Media Lab, Changing Places!
Tal Achituv, MIT Media Lab, Fluid Interfaces!
Ryan McCarty, MIT Media Lab!
Maggie Church, MIT Media Lab!
Caitlin Dolkart, Clinton Health Access/MIT Sloan!
Arun Jamkar, Vice Chancellor, MUHS !
Mahesh Kothari, Past President NIMA!
Mr. Bhishmaraj Bam, Sports Psychologists!
Jitubhai Thakkar, President CREDAI!
Dr. Shdhir Sanklecha, Past IMA secretary!
Shrirang Sarda, Entrepreneur!
Eknath Davale, Divisional Commissioner of Nashik!
Mahesh Patil, Dy Collector of Nashik!
Mr. Vedmutha, Entrepreneur!
Nishikant Ahire, CII!
Narendra Golia NEC, chief MIDC.!
Lakshmi Pratury, INK!
Laura Jana, MD/Author!
Taher Khorakiwala, Meemain!
Carlin Carr, Megapolis India !
Rohan Thapar!
Pravin Saraf, head of Bosch, Nashik!
Nikhil Patni Head Gabriel Nashik, !
Vikrant Mate, Corporator of Nashik Municipal Corporation!
Dr. Chirmade, Nashik head of Sahyadri hospital!
Dr. Manoj Chopda, Cardiologist!
Dr Rahul Aher, MLA, Maharashtra Govt, (Orthopaedic Surgeon)!
Prof Mrs Pharande, MLA and Former Deputy Mayor of Nashik!
Mrs. Seema hirey, MLA!
Nitin Mahajan, GM, BSNL!
!

1) WIPRO is interested in helping with Data Management Backbone and has promised workspace for Kumbathon startups.!
!
2) Google was represented by Sunil Rao, Head-Developer Relations & Startup Ecosystem and was keen on a involved
collaborative participation. !
!
3) TCS was represented by its CTO Anantha Krishnan and team of eight experienced data scientists to accelerate the
growth of projects during the Kumbathon. Their interactions with the teams has spurred their interest to create a dedicated
full time team to build on the progress started at the KumbaThon. !
!
4) A startup demoed its octocopter at Kumbathon and explored its use as a drone for a crowd management system. !
!
5) The participating investors were really interested in the Plasma Sanitization project and were eager to support the
process of securing intellectual property for the idea. !
!
6) IBM representatives were involved mentors and offered free IBM Cloud Computing Power to the startups that would
come out Kumbathon. !
!
7) Through sessions held by experts from MIT, 200+ people successfully wrote android applications for the first time. !
!
8) The youngest participant of Kumbathon 4 was Arun Dev, a boy aged 15 who had taught himself Android and Raspberry
Pi development after participating in Kumbathon 1 a year ago.!
!
9) A team of budding entrepreneurs was able to build a successful prototype of a cashless payment system using
barcodes and generated significant interest from banks. !

Projects
!

Food-Distribution

Epidemic Tracker

What? An Uber-like logistical
network for food that connects
hungry people with quality food
suppliers. Such a model could
bolster the Indian food industry
and potentially translate into a
multi-billion dollar service across
India that caters to the lower
income population.

What? A system to monitor
the health status of people in
real time to check and
control disease outbreaks.
Such a system could enable
hospitals and medical
agencies to provide
individuals with targeted
prescriptions and offers for
relevant medicines.

Why? A 30 million large
population needs a way to feed
30 million hungry stomachs.
During the Kumbh Mela, large
amounts of food are produced
and transported to cater to the
enormous influx of people.
However, customers buying food
have little to no information about
when the food was cooked, who
cooked it or the rating of the
person who cooked it.

Cashless Payment
What? A solution for identityunique cashless microtransactions with local
businesses. The implementation
of such a system creates an
opportunity for an extensive
mobile cloud computing software
that can facilitate transactions
worth millions of dollars.
Why? Transactions during the
Kumbh Mela have largely been
cash and coin-based. However,
the chaotic situation creates
serious threats of thefts by
pickpockets or simply misplacing
one’s belongings. This enforces
an overcautious mentality in
people, resulting in them carrying
limited amounts of money and
thus expenditures in a large way.

Crowd Management
What? A real-time system that
will not only show the density
distribution of large crowds but
also its flow, allowing people to
redirect away from saturated
areas.
Why? The ultra-high density of
people during the Kumbh Mela
poses serious risks of
congestions and stampedes and
thus requires effective crowd
management and control
solutions.

Why? The Kumbh Mela is
characterized by an
enormous, closely interacting
population and thus presents
real possibilities of potential
outbreak of epidemics.

Bike-sharing
What? A system for
individuals to receive onetime passcodes that can be
used to unlock bikes and
other shared resources
during the Kumbh Mela.
Why? The vast population
size of the Kumbh Mela
generates a need for reliable
and affordable means of
transport.

Local Community
Radio
What? A local community
radio during the Kumbh Mela
to quickly disseminate event
information and emergency
alerts to the masses and
send targeted location
specific advertisements.
Why? Bringing order to the
chaotic environment of the
Kumbh Mela requires an
efficient and cost-effective
way to communicate
important information with
the masses.

Shops Online

OilExtractor

What? An online system that
displays detailed information
about shops in a
comprehensive and easily
accessible way. Such a
system would not only be
useful to customers but would
also open up wide-ranging
data-mining possibilities. For
instance, one could decide the
location to start a local
business during the Kumbh
based on the location of
similar businesses in the
proximity. Furthermore, the
system could be used as an
effective tool for
advertisements by displaying
sponsored or suggested
shops.

What? An innovative
mechanical project that
processes trash from temples
to re-extract the oil in a
salvageable and reusable
form.

Why? Answers to questions
such as- What does this shop
do? What barbershops are
nearby? When do they open?
When do they close? aren’t
readily available in Tier 2 cities
but are a must for a smooth
Kumbh Mela.

GoFoodGo

WikiNasik
What? A Wikipedia site about
Nasik that can provide
comprehensive and detailed
crowd-sourced information
about the city.
Why? With 30 million
outsiders visiting Nasik for the
Kumbh Mela, there is a need
for reliable and extensive
information about the city.

LiveNasik
What? An online system that
dynamically gathers and
analyzes streams of data from
the transport, health, civic and
housing resources in Nasik.
Why? People need access to
valuable real-time information
such as the number of
hospital beds available, the
number of taxis plying and the
number of available rooms in
paying guests etc.

Why? During every Kumbh
Mela, people donate larges
amounts of oil to temples,
thousands of liters of which
go to waste as trash. A
system that can re-utilize this
wasted oil is not only of
significant economic benefit
but is a boon to the
environment by largely
cutting down the pollution
entering the rivers.

What? An optimized supply
chain for donated and
homemade food.
Why? Large amounts of
home made-food is cooked
and donated to Temples but
there is no infrastructure to
effectively divert them to
those hungry, resulting in
large amounts of food
wastage.

3DMap
What? A dynamic, real-time
digital map that be
customized for on-going
events, dates, languages and
promotions. The smart-phone
friendly map could help
people navigate Nasik using
information specific to their
needs and also provide local
businesses an efficient
platform to advertise and
promote their services.
Why? A map is the first thing
that a tourist is handed when
he reaches his destination.
Therefore, the 30 million
visitors of Nasik during the
Kumbh Mela naturally need
one as well.

John Werner, Head of Innovation and New Ventures, Camera Culture Group, MIT Media Lab !

